Introduction
• Solution of a coupled problem is needed in principle -Plasma evolution can be described by MHD equations -Eddy currents equations need magneto-quasi-static electromagnetic solvers -Usual stability codes (MARS-F, KINX, etc.):
MHD solver + a simplified treatment of wall (e.g. thin shell approximation, axisymmetric assumptions, single wall, etc.) -Our approach: coupling of a MHD solver (MARS-F) to describe plasma with a 3D eddy currents formulation (CARIDDI) to describe the wall ⇒ CarMa code #5/37 Theory of fusion plasmas, Varenna, August 2008 3D eddy currents formulation /1
• Integral formulation assuming J as unknown -Well suited for fusion devices (only the conducting domain V c must be meshed) -This formulation is at the basis of the CARIDDI code, widely used for electromagnetic computations on fusion devices -Volumetric conductors of arbitrary shape taken into account (no thin shell approximation nor other simplifications) -Electric vector potential J = ∇ × T ⇒ solenoidality of J -Non-standard two-component gauge (numerically convenient) -Tree-cotree decomposition of the mesh ⇒ minimum number of discrete unknonws I -Edge elements N k ⇒ right continuity conditions on J -Automatic treatment of complex topologies and electrodes
The CarMa code F. Villone et al., Effects of three-dimensional conducting structures on Resistive Wall Modes #6/37 Theory of fusion plasmas, Varenna, August 2008 3D eddy currents formulation /2
• Mathematical model -Eddy currents equation in the time domain -No magnetic materials (not a theoretical limitation: easily taken into account) -Resistivity tensor η to account for anisotropies (e.g. for "equivalent" piecewise homogeneous materials) -Ohm's law E = η J imposed in weak form (Galerkin approach)
The CarMa code • Using such plasma response matrix, the effect of 3D structures on plasma is evaluated by computing the magnetic flux density on S due to 3D currents.
(De-)coupling surface S (III)
The CarMa code
• The plasma (instantaneous) response to a given magnetic flux density perturbation on S is computed as a plasma response matrix.
S
Resistive wall
• Using such plasma response matrix, the effect of 3D structures on plasma is evaluated by computing the magnetic flux density on S due to 3D currents.
• The currents induced in the 3D structures by plasma are computed via an equivalent surface current distribution on S providing the same magnetic field as plasma outside S. "An initial 3D current distribution I 0 is said to be null controllable, if there exists a finite time t f and an admissible (i.e. within voltage limits) control voltage law V(t) such that the state trajectory I(t) of the system satisfies I(0)=I 0 , I(t f )=0"
• The procedure for the estimation of the BAP can be modified so as to take into account also the current limits in the active coils • 3D effects may be very significant… -… BUT inaccurate 3D modelling may be equally wrong!
